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Abstract. It is shown that he equivalence problem of ~e-~ on the family of context-free languages 
is decidable, where ~ is the family of morphisms and ~t ~-~ is the family of inverse morphisms. 
1. Introduction 
Equivalence problems of transductions of a certain type were studied a lot in 
Formal Language Theory. In [4] the equivalence problem of a family of transductions 
on a family of languages was introduced. More precisely, let 3. be a family of 
transductions and ~ a family of languages. The equivalence problem of 3 on ~, 
in symbols EP(3, ~), is the problem of deciding, given ¢1, ¢2 e 3. and L ~ ~, whether 
¢~(x) = ¢2(x) for each x in L. The equivalence problem of 3 on ~ was studied for 
some families 3" and .~ (of., for example, [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]). 
To present some results in this area and introduce our result, the following 
notations are useful. By ~g and ~3~ we denote the families of regular and 
context-free languages, respectively, and by ~o and ~o--1 the families of morphisms 
and inverse morphisms, respectively. The notation ~-~ o ~o (or ~-1 ~), for example, 
should be clear. 
Now, in [4] it is shown that EP(~', :g3~) is decidable. In [7] it is shown that, given 
a family of languages ~ which is closed under inverse morphisms and such that 
EP(~ °, .~) is decidable, it holds that EP(~ r-l, .~) is decidable. One of the largest 
known families satisfying these conditions is the family of context-free languages. 
Turning to compositions of morphisms and inverse morphisms, it is shown in [6] 
that EP(~g-~, ~¢.eg) is decidable. Considering the two last mentioned results, the 
question of the decidability of EP(~-~ ', cg3r) arises. This problem may not be 
handled using the ideas of [7] or of [6]: The proof in [7] (dealing with ~-~), is 
based, among other properties, on the fact that ~ is a family of single-valued 
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transductions, and thus it may not be applied to ~--1~. On the other hand, the 
proof in [6] (dealing with ~9,.ep) is deeply based on the Cross-Section Theorem (see 
[2]), which is not known to hold for context-free languages, and thus this proof 
cannot be generalized to deal with the context-free languages. 
In this note we show, using different arguments, that EP(~- I~,  ~)  is decidable. 
We avoid applying the Cross-Section Theorem by the following idea: We do not 
consider a symmetric problem involving transductions of the same type as in [6], 
and as is usually done. Instead, we consider a nonsymmetric equivalence problem 
of two transductions, the first one from ~ and the second from ~-~.  Having 
this idea we obtain a trivial proof for the decidability of EP(~ ~, ~: ) .  In particular, 
our proof is simpler and more intuitive than the proof of the decidability of 
EP(~e-I~ ', ~,.ep) of [6], although our result is much stronger. 
2. Results 
The following definitions are needed. 
A transduction is a (possibly many-valued) mapping from a free monoid into a 
free monoid. A transduction z:Z*-~ A* is single-valued if it is a partial function. 
It is single-valued on L, where L__qZ*, if the restriction of z on L is a partial 
function (i.e., if z(x) includes at most one word for each x in L). In the general 
case, z is said to be many-valued. A rational transduction is a transduction realized 
by a finite (regular) transducer (see, for example, [1, 2]). 
Let gr, ~ be families oftransductions and languages, respectively. The equivalence 
problem of 3 on ~, i.e., the problem of deciding, given T~, ~'2 ~ 3 and L ~ ~, whether 
1-~(x) = ~'2(x) for each x in L, is denoted by EP(~r, ~). By EPs(8, .~) we denote the 
single-valued equivalence problem of 3- on ~, i.e., the problem of deciding, given 
z~, z2~ 8- and L~-~ such that z~, r2 are single-valued on L, whether z~(x)= ~'2(x) 
for each x in L. Note that EP~(gr, ~)  relates also to many-valued transductions 
which are known to be single-valued on the language in consideration. 
We are now ready to prove our main result. 
Theorem 2.1. Let .Z be a family of languages which satisfy the following: 
(i) Given ~'~ ~t~- l~ and Le ~, it is decidable whether z is single-valued on L. 
(ii) EPs(~' -~,  0~) is decidable. 
Then EP(~°-I~ °, ~)  is decidable. 
Proof. Let (h21hl, g21gh L) be an instance of the problem of Theorem 2.1, as is 
illustrated in Fig. 1.We observe the following: 
h-~hl, g~lgl are equivalent on L 
iff h2h2~hl, h2g2~gl are equivalent on L and g2h21ht, g2g21gl are equivalent on L 
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Fig. 1. 
(The 'only if' direction is obvious. For the 'if' direction, notice that h2h21h~(x)= 
h2g2~ gl(x) implies that g21g~(x) c_h2t h~(x).) 
Notice that h2h2~hl is a single-valued tranduction. Hence, h2h2~h~, h2g'21gl are  
equivalent on L only if h2921gl is single-valued on L Therefore, assumptions (i) 
and (ii) of the theorem complete the proof. [] 
We now apply Theorems 5 and 6 of [3]. The first one implies that property (i) 
of Theorem 2.1 holds true when ~ = cg~;. The second theorem says that EP(Se, c¢~;) 
is decidable, where 5e is the family of single-valued rational transductions. We add 
the observation that this result also holds for many-valued rational transductions 
which are known to be single-valued on the language in consideration. This observa- 
tion implies that property (ii) of Theorem 2.1 holds when ~£ = c¢~. Now, combining 
these two results with Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. EP(~-la~, cg.~) is decidable. 
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